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Greetings.  My name is George Warr.  I have worked in wildfire for 16 seasons. I have been employed in a wildfire management capacity for Sustainable Resource Development in Peace River, Alberta, Natural Resources in Muscaqadoibt Harbour, Nova Scotia and for ACT Emergency Services Bureau in Canberra, Australia.  I’ve moved a little bit beyond the crew level and I currently work as a Forest Protection Assistant for the Cariboo Fire Centre, in Williams Lake. I have primarily worked on initial attack crews, but also on larger sustained action crews. For those of you who are enjoying my accent, your welcome, and no it is not fake, I am in fact born and raised in Taunton, England where I spent my early career working in Marketing and training.The thing I enjoy the most about the wildfire industry is the people that work in the business.  People are the fulcrum point of any organisation, and as all of us know in this room, this is especially true in our business.  Success on the fireline and indeed any of the support functions depends on people.I am particularly passionate about leadership, resilience and human factors….  I very enjoy presenting and instructing and also am a peer member of the critical incident stress management team for MFLNRO.My presentation is brief exploration of resilience in the human machine, with some examples from outside the wildfire business.  It is written as part one of two talks, in conjunction with a presentation from my colleague Erik Hanson who will follow me …at this time…..2 mins



Content objectives

• Characteristics of Resilience

• Modern challenges in wildfire management

• Techniques to build resilient people

• Leadership and through crisis management

So, what are we going to talk about….Tie in with other presenters presentations “ we have heard from Soandso who talked about designing resilient systems, now I would like to talk with you about resilient ppl”Much of my presentation is focused on firefighters experience situations on the fireline, but I would be remiss to not recognise the impact of stresses on other support staff, supervisors and other stakeholders in the business who can be effected just as much by dynamic situations – perhaps in different ways…Go through bulletsThe characterises of a resilient personRecognising todays increasingly complex challenges in wildfire managementThe factors that deplete a persons resilienceLeadership and the Art of Struggle – leaderships role in resilencyHow to build resilient people and teamsWe all understand how critical resilience is to our workforce in this line of work.  My presentation will focus on some current research and draw examples from wildfire and from outside to other industries and examples…1 minute



What characterises a resilient person? 

• Resilient people have ability to experience 
both negative and positive emotions even in 
difficult or painful situations. 

• They mourn losses and endure frustrations, 
but they also find redeeming potential or 
value in most challenges (Fredrickson, 2009)

• A person can become more resilient 
(Jackson, Firtko & Edenborough, 2007) 

• Resilience is not easy

Ask the audience… what is a resilient person?  What characteristics to they have?  Ppl think of rolling with the punches…Are you born resilient? Or can you become more resilient?Research strongly supports that Ability to be resilient, is somewhat genetic, but learned. There is still controversy about the extent to which resilience is innate or learned, but there's widespread agreement that humans can increase resilience and learn to handle workplace stressors better.  Which is good - howeverResilience is hard. It requires the courage to confront painful realities.  You need faith that there will be a solution when one isn’t immediately evident. And you need the tenacity to carry on despite a nagging feeling that the situation seems hopeless.



Day in the life on the fireline 2001

Being a wildfire fighter and crew leader has never been easy….but..  I want to take you back in time.  Not to 1930 as the picture suggest but perhaps as recently as 1999…Rolled out of the tent, 05:30, put in a dip, ate camp breakfast, grabbed bag lunch, gave a 5 minute safety briefing and gave the boys the days orders and objectives at the truck, headed to the line, spent 9 hours checking on crews progress, scouted the line ahead, gave one update to the fire duty officer and jumped on a saw to help buck trail and then swamped guard, back to camp 19:00, had a swim in the lake with the crew, ate dinner, in bed exhausted.  A hard days work – but there are some beautiful simplicities to the job back then.Yeah it’s loud and they had some crazy days, and as we get today,  there are lots of operational challenges, but there is a simplicity to the day on the line in a leadership capacity, to now which I believe is extinct.I would like to now take you to another day experienced just this past July in the Cariboo…March to the beat of one drum only3 mins



Day in the life on the fireline 2016

You are a inexperienced CL who is dispatched to a logging truck which is on fire which is threatening range land fences and blocking a FSR road.  Toxic smoke hampers direct ground attack and helicopters cannot bucket due to poor visibility.  In the end air tankers must be called to contain the fire..Early the next day, a father arrives on scene and asks for first aid for his young son who has a major internal bleed injury.   He needs immediate first aid and RTC medivac to hospital.Half and hour after leaving the hospital the next dispatch comes in.It is a fully engulfed house fire outside of VFD jurisdiction which has potential to threaten other nearby homesMany members of the public are on scene panicking.  You are challenged by angry resident, “Why aren’t you doing more to protect our community?” Preoccupied with thoughts of “Is this safe?  Have I done enough for fire investigation, ie-photos, notes and flagging? Did I complete the field safety plan? Is my rookie ready for this?   Am I ready for this? My faller needs a new 5-day inspection, but I don’t have time to do one on this fire…”Regional Wildfire Coordination Officer wants sat phone updates every half hourAfter an hour a stressed home owner who has lost everything who is worried about cost recovery approaches you “Are we being billed for this?” and you do not know the answer.  This person then collapses and also requires first aid treatment.Fire burns down and the other properties and crown land is no longer threatened.  You head back to base.  You begin your administrative and financial duties, return phone calls and processes the days challenges and successes with your crew with a debriefing and an after action review.  Finally, you take time to recharge, return to standby and preparing yourself and your crew physically and mentally for the next fire callout, which is just around the corner…



Web of different social, economic, and 

ecological demands 



Urban sprawl, and the rise of high-

impact and complex incidents



Wildfires are getting bigger



Increasingly litigious society



High rates of employee turnover 

resulting in less experienced staff base



Risk management, cost recovery and 

emphasis on fire investigations



Higher administrative load



These trends place higher stressors 

and cognitive demands on crews, 

emergency management teams and 

leaders (Owen, 2014)



Resilience with first responders

• Pietrantoni & Prati research project with emergency 
workers in Italy

• Compared to the public, most first responders not 
very adversely affected by traumatic stress or 
burnout syndrome

• Concluded there is a protective role of self-efficacy, 
collective efficacy and sense of community in 
emergency rescue work

• Results consistent with other studies and literature 
(Bromet et al 2016, Owen 2014)

Source: Pietrantoni & Prati (2008) Resilience among first responders

So, what research is out there about resilience and firefighters or first responders…Wildfire staff are not always first responders – but can and do encounter very stressful conditions/situations.Read slidesI thought that was really interesting.   Collective efficacy, you know, a group's shared belief in its conjoint capabilities to perform/function and to execute desired actions. – eg: taking heart from the fact that you are part of a competent and effective team.  Maybe there is an incident in a steep terrain which significant dangerous trees in the cedar/hemlock stand with highly decadent or burnt out stems.  Knowing that whilst I am not an experienced danger tree faller, we have Daryl on our crew who is a coastal faller in the winter and I know him and trust his abilities. And, as you know there is usually a very strong sense of community on a crew level..It is perhaps not surprising that workers who are comfortable in their own abilities, feel part of an effective team and feel supported by a sense of community, have an ability to manage repeated exposures to very difficult situations.I have a great large scale example of this…. Go to Churchill slides



Building resilience in a nation at war

• Churchill’s “Be Ye Men of Valour,” 

• A calculated call to bolster bull-dog spirit in the 
face of extreme odds

• The resilient British survived on rations, ran 
factories, prepared a home army and helped in 
hospitals 

• Production levels in 1940 doubled 

Source: The war effort (2012). 

A great example from the history books was Churchill’s first speech as prime minister to the British nation.  Was radio broadcasted days after Germany broke through French defenses to overtake Holland – which was a near catastrophe for the Allied forces. British citizens were in the grip of fear and desperation. “Be Ye Men of Valor” was a motivating, deliberative speech for the citizens left behind listening to the war unfold before them. Churchill wanted not only to reassure the people that they were in good hands but also to request their help in the war effort. They became the home army that Churchill and the country needed.  I am in danger of going to far down the route of patriotic, imperialistic babble… but, there are some strong points here…And, I think we can also draw from our own experiences for working in wildfire how much strong leadership in the event of major challenges can bring the crew together and help them push through those tough times.  The leadership in resilience is something I will explore a little later in my presentation.Of course – this also brings us to the point that perhaps stressing resilience can lead to a person’s growth, something which Erik will cover in his presentation.  Now, take a moment to look to the person to your left and to your right (pause).  Now, I propose that the people next to you and indeed yourself, have been a major drain on resilience at more than one time during your professional lives…



What is the biggest drain 

on resilience at work?  

Source: Bond & Shapiro (2015), “Tough at the top”, Harvard Business Review

The biggest resilience drain was difficult relationships or politics at work.. I found this interesting.  Respondents didn’t mention big issues, Isis, or Brexit and the economy - but referenced to a more micro scale, human factors… balancing work/life, personal upheavals, feeling criticised, being over taxed at work..I love this graph because it illustrates the broader construct of resilience - embracing the whole life of the individual, where personal strengths are identified and built upon, positive emotions and social relationships are strengthened. Teamwork is critical in wildfire.  Can we all agree that it is a business that thrives and relies on relationships and trust? (nodding heads).  Yes! We are all connected on the crew level, and from the lookout person, to the most senior crew supervisor, to the person in finance processing an invoice, right up to our executive director and beyond.Also illustrates the very important point is that resilience in the human machine means being able to continue to function in your professional and (very importantly) your private life.  And, as we know, sometimes personal stuff impacts  our job performance.By the time a person enters the workplace, he has already developed various coping strategies.  Even in the work context, I would argue that building resilience remains primarily a personal responsibility. There are various ways, however, in which managers and organisations can support – or indeed undermine – this process.  Next, I want to explore with you some examples of how certain organisations have prepared their staff for that increasingly challenging/ dynamic environment



Human Factors Class in BCWS 

New Recruit Boot Camps

• Physically challenging 
and mentally stressful 
experiences in a 
controlled environment

• Common fire-line tasks 
with unrealistic 
timeframes 

• Instructors purposely 
give limited direction 
and add extra pressure 

• Recruits fully debriefed

• Taught both theory and 
tools to understand and 
mitigate human factors, 
and bolster resilience 

Other common wildfire training : 

L380, L381, Crew Resource Management, 

and Crew Leader Camp

Physically challenging and mentally stressful experiences in a controlled environmentCommon fire-line tasks with unrealistic timeframes with limited direction Instructors add extra pressure and are purposely demoralisingRecruits fully debriefed with open discussion about human factors, communications and heuristic trapsTaught both theory and tools to assist their ability to understand and mitgate human factors for both themselves and their crewsAlso offers a critical insight into recruits character under pressure and suitability to the jobL380, L280, Crew Resource Management, and Crew Leader Camp.  Deliver scenarios and theory  help prepare staff to deal with human factors and challenging work environments.The effectiveness of resilience training for emergency response workers is supported by research (Deppa, 2015 and Deppa & Saltzberg, 2016).



Penn Resilience Program 

• The US Army has incorporated resilience 
development into all officer training 

• Teaches personnel skills and tools to cope with 
emotional and mental stressors, both for battle 
preparation and everyday life.

• Case study on making a significant culture change.

• PRP has been evaluated with positive results
(Brunwasser, Gillham, & Kim 2015).

Source: Reivich, Seligman & McBride (2011)

The US Army has incorporated resilience development into all officer training to make resilience (seen as psychological fitness) as critical to its effectiveness as physical fitness has been for the last 70 yearsA program first implemented in 2009.  Teaches US army personnel skills and tools to cope with emotional and mental stressors, both for battle preparation and everyday life.Offers a fascinating case study on making a successful and significant longer-term culture change.PRP has been evaluated in a number of randomized and quasi-experimental trials with positive results, eg: significantly reducing depressive symptoms in troops post combat (Brunwasser, Gillham, & Kim 2015).Another example is the Penn’s Resilience program which was first employed with the US army but has no branched out into civilian, youth and corporate world. Developed by Martin Seligman. He's the chairman of the University of Pennsylvania's Positive Psychology Center and key authority on Resilience and Resilience research.Both cognitive and behavioural skills are tested and developed.It’s interesting that the military have identified that psychological fitness is so imperative to their workforce. 100’s thousands of troops and army families have been through this training.  Interesting to think how this protects their troops, prepares them as stronger-minded soldiers, and how much this potential saves them on PTSD veteran support. Also interesting because it must be difficult to change a military culture that often regards talk about emotions as mollycoddling nonsense. 



When challenge fosters growth and resilience

The Human Function Curve (Yerkes-Dobson, 1979)

This is the human function curve, anyone seen a version of this chart before?  As we discussed, everyone can learn and train to be more resilient. The key involves knowing how to harness stressful situations and challenges and use it to your advantage. After all, stress is necessary for growth. Without it the mind and body weaken and atrophy.



Compassionate Leadership 

Supervisors who lead with compassion;

• Communicate openly and transparently 

• Are flexible and adaptable

• Express their emotions freely and openly

• Lead by example, rather than by direction

• Remove judgment and criticism of others as a 
motivational strategy

• Manage their emotions productively and positively

• Are mindful to the effect of their words and actions

Source: Dutton, 2002

Thinking back to Churchill strengths as a leader, and my modern day in the life challenges of a CL example, leadership is a critical factor in resilience of a particular group or organisation, which can also in turn bolster an individuals resilience.Compassionate leaders… (read slide) 



Compassionate Leadership 

bolsters resilience
Benefits :

• Increases staffs capacity for empathy and compassion

• Promotes positive relationships

• Decreases the prevalence of toxic viral negative 
emotions and behavior

• Increases optimism and hope

• Counteracts the negative effects of judgment and bias.

• Builds resilience and energy levels

Source: Dutton, 2002

Compassionate leaders make excellent resilient leaders, because of their focus on positivity and team growth.You see resilient leaders, do more than bounce back—they bounce forward. 



Summary :

How to forge resilience in your team

1. Encourage teams to gel and grow together

2. Provide training and tools to bolster resilience

3. Be a flexible organisation

4. Look at extreme challenges as an 

opportunity to learn 

5. Encourage a culture of compassion and caring 

6. Develop and support leaders in difficult times

7. Support staff after a critical event

Resilient organisations are made up of resilient people – we see that when ppl have been up through the ranks – they are comfortable and experienced in difficult fireAllow teams the opportunity to gel and encourage strong relationships at work, build that collective efficacyDeliberately stress people through training and teach tools to bolster resilienceFocus on being a flexible organisationLooking at extreme challenges as an opportunity to learn and problem-solve. Encourage a culture of compassion and caring Develop and support leaders to thrive in increasingly difficult and challenging timesFinally, look for ways to support staff after a critical event (Erik Hanson will talk about this..)
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